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Abstract. Rooted listric low-anglenormal faults (<

20o) of regionalextenthavebeenrecognized
widelyin the
past few yearsin the North AmericanCordilleraand elsewhere. The low-anglegeometryof thesecrustal-scalenormal faults conflictswith Anderson's[1942]classictheory
of faulting. In that theory the orientationsof principal

field with compressionaldeviatoric stressinduced by plate
subductionor convergenceis superposedon a basal shear
stressfield inducedby gravitational spreadingof thickened
lower crust. These results may explain both puzzling parallel belts of extension and compressionand the occurrence
of major low-anglenormal faults in someorogenicsystems.

stresses are assumed to be vertical and horizontal; the

predicteddip angleof normalfaultsis about60o rather
than 20o or less. Recentgeological
and geophysical
studies in the mid-Tertiary extensional terrane of southeastern California and western Arizona suggestthat thick mylonitic gneisses
in the lowerplatesof low-angledetachment
faults may representunidirectionallyshearedlaminar flow
in and below the midcrust. Directed ductile flow, possibly
related to the gravitational spreadingof thickenedlower
crust, may induce a shearingtraction on the horizontalor
subhorizontalbaseof the brittle upper crust. Thus the orientationsof the principal stressescan no longer be vertical
and horizontal at this interface. A simple elastic model incorporatesthe effect of basal shearingdue to gravitational
spreadingon stressdistributionsin an elastic upper crust.
This model shows that parallel belts of compressionand
extensioncan be produced if a shearingtraction acting on
the base of the elastic upper crust is considered.In particular, appropriate stressconditionsfor the formation of re-

gionallow-angle
normalfaults(< 20ø) canbeproduced
by
the superpositionof two stressfields: a basal shear stress
field induced by the basal shear traction and a contractional

stress field in which the horizontal

deviatoric

stress

is compressionaland the vertical gradient of the horizontal normal stress component is constant. This superposed
stressfield may represent a tectonic setting where a stress
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INTRODUCTION

Primary listtic low-anglenormal faults of regional extent, which root into the crust and maintain their low-angle
geometry only a few kilometers below the surface,have
been widely recognizedin the North American Cordillera

andelsewhere[e.g.,Crittendenet al., 1980;Frostand Martin, 1982; Wernicke, 1981; Allmendinger et al., 1983; Burg

et al., 1984; Green and Wernicke,1986]. Primary listric
low-angle normal faults are those that formed with low-

anglegeometry;
their dip anglesareusuallylessthan 30o
and can be as shallowas a few degrees[e.g.,Burg et al.,
1984]. Thesecrustal-scalelow-anglenormalfaults can be
traced for several tens of kilometers in their dip direction

[e.g., Davis et al., 1980; Allmendingeret al., 1983;John,
1987]. Their orientationsare generallynot controlledby
preexistingstructural[e.g.,Wernickeet al., 1985]or fabric
(e.g., foliations)anisotropies.Suchfaults have been interpreted as an important mode of deformationfor intracontinentalextension[Wernicke,1985;Davis et al., 1986;
Davis and Lister, 1988]. The shallowdip of crustal-scale
normalfaults (e.g.,the spectacularly
exposedWhippledetachmentfault in southeasternCalifornia, [Davis et al.,
1980]), however,conflictswith the predictionof classical
fault mechanicsproposedby Anderson[1942]. According
to Anderson,the dip angleof normal faults associatedwith
horizontalextensionshouldbe approximately60o rather
than 20o or less.The mechanical
unlikelihood
of low-angle
normal faults in the context of Anderson's theory has becomeone of thosefaults' most perplexing and debated aspects.

A clue to resolving this mechanical paradox comes
from recent geologicaland geophysicalstudiesin the mid-
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Fig. 1. Kinematicmodelfor development
of regionallow-anglenormalfaults. (a) Ductileflowin lowercrust
producesbasalsheartraction. (b) Low-anglenormalfaults are initiated and cut acrossthe brittle upper
crust.

Tertiary extensional terrane of southeasternCalifornia and

a stressfield in which the vertical gradient of the horizon-

westernArizona. Unidirectionallysheared,thick (> 3.5
km) mylonitic gneissesformed during mid-Tertiary at
depths>16 km [Wright, et al., 1986;Anderson,1988]are

tal normal stresscomponent,Oo¾•/Oy, is constant,and
(2) one in which the vertical gradientof the horizontal
normal stresscomponent,Orr•/Oy, varieslinearly in the

kinematically compatible with the transport direction of
major mid-Tertiary low-angle normal faults in the region

horizontal

[Daviset al., 1986].Exposedmyloniticgneisses
in the lower
plate of the Whipple detachmentfault have been correlated
with subhorizontal reflectorsof regional extent in and below the midcrust imagedby CALCRUST seismicreflection

profiles[FrostandOkaya,1987;Davis,1988].Suchcorrelations imply that the midcrust and lower crust in the region
was ductilely deformed and may representa unidirectional

shearzone [Frostand Okaya, 1987]. This interpretation
is consistentwith the inferred rheology of the continental

lithosphere[e.g.,Sibson,1982;Chen and Molnar, 1983].
Directed ductile flow in and below the midcrust may
be induced by gravitational spreadingof thickenedcrust,
a mechanismrecently proposedfor all or part of the Ceno-

zoic extensionin the North American Cordillera [Coney

direction.

In this paper I showthat parallel belts of compression
and extension can be simulated by consideringthe basal
shear traction. The compressionalor extensionalbelts can
be partially or completely removed from the crosssection
affected by basal shear traction if a uniform tensile or compressivehorizontal stressis added to the superposedstress
field. Consideration of the basal shear traction may resolve the mechanicalparadox of low-angle normal faults.
In addition to the basal shear traction, the vertical gradient of the horizontal normal stresscomponentis crucial in
determining whether the stressfield favors the formation
of low-angle or high-angle normal faults. Finally, I discusstectonic implications of the mechanicalmodel for the
formation of low-angle normal fault systemsin the high
Himalayas and Cenozoic extension in the North American

and Harms, 1984; Coney, 1987; Wernicke et al., 1987; Son-

Cordillera.

der et al., 1987]. Theoreticalanalysesby Bird and Kemp
[1987]showthat lateral variationsin topographyand asso-

Soft-sedimentlisttic normal growthfaults (e.g., Gulf
Coast), are fundamentally different from the rooted

ciated isostaticvariations in crustal thicknessmay produce
lateral pressuregradientsin the weak lower crust, which

involvebasement[Bally et al., 1981].The mechanical
ori-

would induce ductile flow. They also show that, with a
typical Basin and Range geotherm, periodic Moho variations with 10-km amplitude and 200-km wavelength can
be destroyed in less than i m.y. by diffusion in the lower
crust. This implies a high strain rate for the ductile deformation. Other mechanisms,such as asthenosphericflow
acting on the base of the continental lithosphere,may also
produce ductile flow within the midcrust and lower crust.
If directed ductile flow below the upper crust is assumed, a kinematic model for the formation of listtic lowangle normal faults of regional scale can be developed
purely from consideration of the orientations of principal
stresses. Ductile flow in the lower crust would generate
a shearing traction at the base of the brittle upper crust

(Figure la). Sucha shearingtractioncould,in turn, initiate low-angleextensional(detachment)shearzonescutting acrossthe brittle upper crust (Figure lb). Ductilely shearedmidcrustalrocks(i.e., the myloniticgneisses)
would then be carried to the surfacein the lower plates of
such extensional

detachment

faults.

In Anderson's fault theory, principal stress orienta-

tions are assumedto be verticalor horizontal[Anderson,
1942]. Sinceductileflow in and belowthe midcrustwould
induce shearingat the horizontal or subhorizontalbaseof
the brittle upper crust, principal stressesat this interface
could no longer be vertical and horizontal. A simple elastic
model is developedin this paper to investigatethe effect
of basal shearing on stressdistributions in the brittle upper crust. In this model I examine two classesof stress
conditions which are superposedon a basal shear stress

field inducedby a subhorizontal
basalsheartraction: (1)

crustal-scalelow-angle normal faults becausethey do not
gin of listtic normal growth faults has been discussedby

numerousworkers[e.g.,Cranset al., 1980;Xiao andSuppe,
1986;Bradshawand Zoback,1988]and is not discussed
in
this paper.
MECHANICAL

MODEL

Figure 2a represents a simplified brittle and ideally
elastic upper crust. L is the half length of the upper crust
affected by basal shear traction, and H is its thicknessor
the depth to the brittle-ductile transition zone. Depth to
brittle-ductile transition zone generallyrangesfrom 15 to

20 km [e.g.,Sibson,1982],and the width of the Cordilleran
core complexesbelt varies from lessthan 100 km to 300 km

[Coney,1980].Thusfor the followingcalculations,
H andL
are taken to be 20 and 100 km, respectively.I assumethat
the state of stress during the formation of primary lowangle normal faults can be approximated by a plane stress
condition. Becausethe upper crust is modeled as deform-

ing elastically(followingHooke'slaw) beforethe initiation
of faulting (followingthe Coulombfracturecriterion),the
principleof superposition
canbe applied[Fung,1965].The
sign conventionof elasticity, used in this paper, is positive

for tensilestresses
(Figure2b).
For boundaryconditionsthe earth'ssurface(y = 0)
can be taken to be traction free, i.e.,

ayy(x,O)= r,,,y(x,O)= 0

(1)

A constantshearingtraction is assumedto exist along the
base of the elastic upper crust,
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Fig. 2. (a) Geometryof an elastic-brittleupper crust. L, half lengthof the upper crust affectedby basal
sheartraction.H, thickness
of uppercrust.(b) Signconvention
for solvingelasticproblems.(c) 0, the angle
betweenthe maximum tensilestresstr• and x axis. 0 is positivein the directionfrom x axis to y axis.

= -So

(2)

The negativesignprecedingS0 impliesthat the directionof

basalsheartractionactsin the negativex direction(Figure
2). The normalstresscomponentat the baseof the upper
crust, tryy(x,H), is taken to be equal to the lithostatic
pressure at the depth y = H,

0•
Txy ----

OxOy

---k2x-kay-k-l
k5y
2- 1-}k6x•
(9)

wherep- 2800kg/ma, andg - 9.8 m/s•.

eryy(x,H) - -part

(3)

where p is the averagedensity of the upper crust, and g
is the accelerationof gravity. Static equilibrium of external forcesapplied around the boundary of the rectangular
block in Figure 2a requires

EF• = EFy = EM = 0

(4)

whereZF• and ZFy are surmnations
of the forcecomponents in the x and y directions, and ZM is the summation
of the rotational

0•

O'yy
-• (•X2 pgy-k•x+ k2y+ k6xy
+ k7- pgy (8)

moment.

Equation(1) requiresthat
kl - k2- k6- k7- 0
and (2) that

r•y(x,H)
- -kaH•ksH
•- -So (11)
Equations(7), (8), and (9) can thereforebe simplifiedto
•rxx -- kax + k4y + k5xy + ks

(12)

O'yy
-- -pgy

(13)

To obtain the stress distribution in the elastic upper
crust under the boundary and equilibrium conditions,I use

I

the Airy stressfunction[Fung,1965;Hafner, 1951],
1
1

3

1

3

1

1
3

1

2

1

+•k5xy+ •.k6x
y+•.k•x+ •ksy
•

2

r•y-- -k3y- •k5y

3

(5)

(10)

(14)

whereks and k5 are definedin equation(11). The stress
fieldspecifiedby (12), (13), and (14) satisfies(3) and (4).
From equations(12), (13), and (14) the maximum
shearstress(i.e., deviatoricstress)and the directionsof
the principal stressescan be determined by

whereki (i - 1 to 8) are arbitary constantsto be determined by boundary and eqilibrium conditions. The Airy
stressfunction satisfiesthe biharmonic equation

V4• - 0

(6)

The stresscomponentsin the x and y directionscan there-

fore be derivedfrom (5) [Hafner,1951]'

•

--

= kax + k4y+ k5xy+ ks

= Oy:•

7'm
ax

(O'x
x

O'y
y

tan20
-- O'xx2rxy
-- O'yy

(15)

(16)

respectively,where 0 is the angle between the maximum

(7)

tensilestressax and the x axis (Figure 2c). Usingequations (15), (16), and by applyingthe Coulombfracture
criterion and the assumptionthat the angle of internal
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Fig. 3. Schematic
diagram
showing
decomposition
of a stress
field.Arrowsaround
therectangular
blocks
showtherelativemagnitude
of thex andy components
of traction.Seetextfor explanations.
frictionis 30o, distributions
of themaximum
shearstress,
trajectoriesof the principal stresses,and predictedfault
patternsfor differentboundaryconditions
wereplottedby
computer.

horizontal
deviatoric
stress
is extensional
(10'xx> l(•yy),
and normal faults producedby such a stressfield should

dip about60o according
to Anderson
[1942],and(3) if

k4 < -pg, stressfield I representsa contractionalstress

field becauseits horizontaldeviatoricstressis compres-

Constant Vertical Gradientsof Horizontal
Normal Stress Component

sional(l•r• < 10'yy),
andfaultsproduced
bysucha stress
conditionare contractional
and dip about30ø, according

For a constantvertical gradient of the horizontal nor-

mal stresscomponent,
equation(12) requiresthat k5 = 0.
Now,ka canbe determined
by equation(11),

ka= So/H
Equations(12), (13), and(14) canbe simplified
to

to Anderson[1942].
The stresscomponentsin stressfield 2 are
2

o¾•,-(SolH)x

(24)

20'yy
'--0

(25)

Uy -- -(So/H)y

(26)

(17)
2

•rz, = (So/H)x 4- kay4-ks

(18)

O'yy--•-pgy

(19)

r•y = -(So/H)y

(20)

where k4 and ks are unknown.

Valuesof k4 and ks have clear physicalmeanings,

whichcanbe seenby decomposing
(18), (19), and (20)
into three stressfields(Figure3). The stresscomponents
in stress field 1 are

Notethat thebasalsheartraction,•rzy(x,H) = -S0, createsa horizontal
normalstress,"r• = (So/H)x, which
is tensile for x > 0 and compressirefor x < 0. This is a
result of force balance in the horizontal direction. Stress
field 2 is called here the basal shear stress field because it

is inducedby a shearingtraction applied on the baseof
the elastic upper crust.
The stresscomponentsin stressfield 3 are
3

•r• - k8

(27)

(22)

30'yy
'--0

(28)

(23)

ar•y-0

(29)

10'xx
----k4y

(21)

O'yy-- -pgy

1Txy
--0

where10'xxandl o'yyarebothprincipal
stresses
because
the shearstress1Txy'-- O. The magnitude
of the horizontal normalstresscomponent
xazz depends
on k4: (1) if

stresscomponent,
a•rzz= ks. As its stressgradients
in

because
its deviatoricstressis zero,(2) if k4 > -pg, stress

tensile(forks> 0) or compressive
stress
(forks< 0).
Asthethreestress
components
in (18), (19),and(20)

k4 = -pg, stressfield I representsa lithostatic stressfield

field I represents an extensional stress field because its

Stressfield 3 consistsonly of a constanthorizontalnormal

both the x andy directionsarezero,it represents
a uniform

arelinearfunctionsof x andy, 0 is constantalongthe line
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Fig. 4. Distributionof maximumshearstress(top), principalstresstrajectories(middle), and predicted
fault pattern (bottom) for superposition
of an extensional
stressfield (k4: -0.9pg) on a basalshearstress
field(So= 10 UPa), ks = o. Solidand dashedcurvesfor mostandleastcompressive
stress(samein Figures
5 to 7). Arrowsaroundthe lowerrectangularblockshowthe relativemagnitudeof the x and y components
of traction alongeachsideof the block. Scaleof the tractionmagnitudeis shownon the bottom (samein
Figures5 to 7). Unit for stresscontoursis i MPa. The thicknessof the elasticcrustis H - 20 km, and the
half lengthof the crustaffectedby the basalsheartractionis L - 100km (samein Figures5 to 7). Dashed
curve in fault pattern diagram is the 10-MPa contour line of rma•.

y = tanc•[x+ ksH/$0] (Figure2), i.e.,

tan20
--

-2(So/H)tana

(SO/H)
q-(k4
q-pg)tana (30)

where c•is an arbitary constantand definesthe slopeof the

line y = tana[x + ksH/So]. This propertyof the solution
provides a convenient way of constructing the principal
stresstrajectories. In particular, if

(So/H) + (k4 + pg)tanc•= 0

(31a)

or

o•- tan1(-(So/H))
k4+pg

(31b)

0 is -t-45ø.

The magnitude of deviatoric stress in the Earth's

lithosphereis believedto vary from 10 MPa (100 bars) to
morethan 100MPa (1 kbar; [e.g.,Kanamori,1980]).The
stress magnitude during the formation of quartzose mylonitic rocks of the Cordilleran core complexeshas been

ies provide a basis for selecting the value of basal shear
traction in the following calculations.
Figure 4 showsthe distribution of the maximum shear
stress,principal stresstrajectories, and the predicted fault
pattern for the superposition of an extensional stressfield

(k4 = -0.9pg > -pg) on a basal-shear
stressfield (So =
10 MPa), and ks = 0. The magnitudeof the maximum
shear stressvariesfrom zero at the origin to more than 50
MPa at the lower right corner. The dashed curve shown
in the fault pattern diagram is the 10-MPa contour line

of the maximumshearstress.On the surface,erxx(x,0) is
compressivefor x < 0 and tensile for x > 0. Even though
low-angle normal faults are locally present beneath a zone
of contractionalfaults, no listric low-anglenormal faults of
regional extent are predicted. Predicted normal faults in

the positivequadrant(x > 0) dip steeplyand are nearly
planar. Evenif S0 is ashighas 50 MPa (microficheFigure

(MF) 1-4)l, thenormalfaultsin thepositive
quadrant
still
dip steeply. The increaseof basal shear traction causesa

recentlyinvestigatedby Hackeret al. [1988]and Yin et
al. [1988]usingexperimentallycalibratedgrain-sizepaleopiezometers.They showthat the magnitude of flow stress

•Supplemental
figuresare availablewith entirearticleon

(i.e., deviatoricstressor the maximumshearstress)asso-

microfiche.Orderfrom AmericanGeophysical
Union,2000
Florida Avenue,N. W., Whashington,DC 20009. Document T89001;$ 2.50. Paymentmust accompany
order.

ciated with the formation of those mylonitic rocks ranges
typically from 25 to 60 MPa. The results of these stud-
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Fig. 5. Distribution of maximum shear stress,principal stresstrajectories, and predictedfault pattern for

superposition
of a lithostaticstressfield (k4 = -pg) on a basalshearstressfield (S0: 10 MPa), ks: 0.
Dashed curve in fault pattern diagram is the 10-MPa contour line of

significant
increase
of the maximumshearstress(MF 1-4).
If ks differsfrom zero, then contractionalfaults may not
occur. For example, contractionalfaults in Figure 4 can
be completelyremovedfrom the crosssectionaffectedby

basalshearstress,assuming
ks - 50 MPa (MF 2-4). The
normal faults predicted by such a superposedstressfield
are high-angleand nearly planar.
Figure 5 showsthe distribution of the maximum shear
stress,principal stresstrajectories,and the predictedfault
pattern for the superpositionof a lithostatic stressfield

(k4 = -pg) on a basalshearstressfield(So = 10 MPa),
assunnngks: 0. On the surface,a•(x, 0) is compressive
for negativeand tensilefor positivex. Shearstresses
predictedin this caseare relativelylow, rangingfrom zeroat
the origin to about 25 MPa at the lowerright and lower
left corners. The dashedcurve shownin the fault pattern diagramin Figure 5 is the 10-MPa contourline of the
maximumshearstress.Fromequation(30) we have

Figure 6a shows the distribution of the maximum
shear stress,principal stresstrajectories, and the predicted
fault pattern for the superpositionof a contractionalstress

field (k4: -1.1pg) on a basalshearstressfield (So - 10
MPa), assumingks - 0. On the surface,•r•(x,0) is
compressivefor negative and tensile for positive x. The
maximum shear stress ranges from zero at the origin to
about 53 MPa in the lower left corner. As shownin Figure 6a, listric low-angle normal faults of regional extent
that maintain their low-anglegeometryonly a few kilometers below the surface are predicted in the quadrant for
positive x. Increasing basal shear traction from 10 to 50

MPa steepensthe normal faults (MF 3-6). At ks = 55
MPa the origin in Figure 6a is shifted 110 km to the left

(Figure 6b). This meansthat the superposition
of a uniform tensile stress field can remove the contractional

faults

ure 5). Althoughmostfaultsarelistric,noneare regional

from the crosssectionaffectedby basal shearin Figure 6a.
Note that the upper portions of most low-anglenormal
faults in Figure 6b lie within the regionwhere r,•a• is less
than 10 MPa. Their lower portions close to the base of
the crosssection,however,lie in the region where r,•a• is
greater than 10 MPa. This result suggeststhat the formation of the low-angle normal faults would initiate from
deep structural levels and then propagateupward, a prediction consistentwith the seismologicalobservationthat
most earthquakesnucleate at the baseof the brittle upper
crust [Sibson,1982]. At ks - -55 MPa a uniform compressivestressis superposed,and the origin in Figure 6a
is shifted 110 km to the right: the extensionalfaults are

low-anglefaults.

completelyremovedfrom the crosssection(MF 4-6).

1

0= •tan-•(-2tanc•)

(32)

for k4 --- -pg. Equation(32) showsthat principalstress
trajectories,and the predictedfault pattern resultingfrom
the superpositionof a basal shear stress field on a litho-

static stressfield, are independentof the magnitude of
basal shear traction So. Normal faults with dips as low

as 150are locallypresent
closeto the linex = 0 (Fig-

,Yin:Mechanical
Model
ofNormal
Faults
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Fig. 6a. Distributionof maximumshearstress,principalstresstrajectories,and predictedfault pattern
for superposition
of a contractional
stressfield (k4 = -1.1pg) on a basalshearstressfield (S0 - 10 Mra),
ks = 0. Dashedcurvein fault pattern diagramis the 10-MPa contourline of r,•a•.
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Fig. 6b. Distribution of maximum shearstress,principal stresstrajectories,and predictedfault pattern for

superposition
of a contractional
stressfield(k4 - -1.1pg) on a basalshearstressfield(S0 - 10 MPa) and
a uniformtensilestressfield (ks - 55 MPa). Dashedcurvein fault pattern diagramis the 10-MPa contour
line of r,•a•.
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and at x-

Linear Increase/Decrease
of Vertical
Gradients of Horizontal Normal Stress
Componentin the Direction of Basal Shear

0o',•,
(-L,y)--]•4
- ]•5L
---0.5pg (35)
Oy

Traction

The magnitude of the vertical gradient of horizontal
normal stressmeasuredin the uppermost part of the crust
can vary from place to place evenwithin the sametectonic

province[e.g.,McGarr and Gay, 1978].The variationsgenerally range from 0.5pg to 1.5pg. In order to explore the
effect of changein the vertical stressgradient of horizontal
normal stresscomponentson the stressdistribution in the

The boundary conditionsimply that the vertical gradient
of the horizontal normal stresscomponentis greater than
that of lithostatic pressureeverywherewithin the elastic
upper crust affected by the basal shear traction except

alongthe line x - L. Fromequation(11) we have

r•,v(x,
H)- -kaH- •I k5H2= -So

uppercrust,k5 in equation(12) is assumed
not to be zero.
In this casethe vertical gradient of the horizontal normal
stress component is a linear function of the horizontal coordinate x,
(9y

- k4 q-ksx

-L, it increasesto-0.5pg,

Solvingequations(34), (35), and (36), we find that
1

ks- (So/H)
- •k5H

(33)

k4 = -0.75pg

Two conditions are considered here. First, I assume that

direction

of basal shear traction

from x = L to x = -L.

At x = L it is equal to the gradientof lithostatic pressure,

O0'a,a,
(L,y)--k4q-ksL
- -pg
(9y

(34)

x

YT ---40/

60

0123

•

(37b)
(37)

Figure 7a showsthe distribution of the maximum
shearstress,principal stresstrajectories, and the predicted
fault pattern for a linear increaseof the vertical gradient
of the horizontal norma] stresscomponentin the direction
of basal shear traction, ks = 0, and So = 10 MPa. The
maximum shear stressincreasesfrom zero at the origin to

0

40

(37a)

=

the vertical gradient of the horizontalnormal stresscom-

ponent,(9o'a•a•/(9y,
in equation(12) increases
linearlyin the

(36)

X100

60

MPa

Fig. 7a. Distribution
ofmaximum
shearstress,
principal
stress
trajectories,
andpredicted
faultpatternfora
superposed
stressfieldin whichtheverticalgradientof horizontal
normalstresscomponent
increases
linearly
in the directionof basalshearing,
S0 = 10 MPa, k3 = (So/H) -0.5k5H, k4 - -0.75pg,k5 - -0.25pg/L,
and ks = 0. Dashedcurvein fault patterndiagramis the 10-MPacontourlineof
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Fig. 7b. Distribution
ofmaximum
shearstress,
principal
stress
trajectories,
andpredicted
faultpatternfora
superposed
stress
fieldin whichtheverticalgradient
ofhorizontal
normalstress
component
decreases
linearly
in the direction
of basalshearing,
So= 10MPa, ks= (So/H) - 0.5ksH,k4= -1.25pg,k5= 0.25pg/L,and
ks = 0. Dashedcurvein fault pattern diagramis the 20-MPa contourline of
0
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Fig. 7c.Distribution
ofmaximum
shearstress,
principal
stress
trajectories,
andpredicted
faultpatterns
fora
superposed
stress
fieldin whichtheverticalgradient
ofhorizontal
normalstress
component
decreases
linearly
in the direction
of basalshearing,
S0= 50 MPa, ks= (So/H) -0.5k•H, k4= -1.25pg,k• = 0.25pg/L,and
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more than 60 MPa in the lowermost part of Figure 7a.

On the surface,er•(x,0) is tensilefor positiveand compressivefor negative x. Such parallel belts of extension
and compressionare induced by the basal shear traction

r•y(x,H) - -kaH - •k5H
1 2 - -So asa resultof forcebalance in the horizontal direction. Consequently,contractional faults that reach the surface are predicted in the
quadrant for negative x and extensionalfaults that reach
the surfacein the quadrant for positive x. Although lowangle normal faults are locally predicted beneath thrust
faults in the negative quadrant, none are listric low-angle
normal faults of regional extent. Normal faults in the region x >> 0 dip steeply and are nearly planar. The dashed
curve in the diagram of the predicted fault pattern is the
10-MPa

contour

line for the maximum

shear stress.

In-

creasingbasal shear traction from 10 to 50 MPa slightly
reducesthe dip angle of these normal faults but increases
the maximumshearstresssignificantly(MF 5-7).
For a linear decreaseof the vertical gradientof the horizontal normal stresscomponent in the direction of basal
shear traction, I assume that at x = L

Oerxx
(L' y)- k4qt.
k5
L- _pg
Oy

(38)

where -pg is the gradient of lithostatic pressure, and at
x - -L, the stressgradient decreasesto -1.5pg,

Oerx
(-L' y)- k4- ksL
- -1.5pg
Oy

(39)

These boundary conditionsimply that the vertical gradient of the horizontal normal stress component is less than
that of lithostatic pressure everywhere in the elastic upper crust affectedby the basal sheartraction, except along
the line x = L. This may representa setting near a convergent plate boundary, where the vertical stressgradient
of the horizontal normal stresscomponentis greatestnear

the contactof the two convergentplates(x < -L) and
decreasesaway from it. It reachesthe gradient of lithostatic pressureat a distance sufficiently far away from the

contact(x >_L). From equation(11) we have
i

2

r•y(X,
H) -- -kaH- •ksH - -So

(40)

faceto er•(x, 0) > 0 (tensile)for x > 0 and er•(x, 0) < 0
(compressive)
for x < 0 (Figure7c). This indicatesthat
the polarity of extensional and contractional belts depends
not only on the direction of basal shear traction but alsoon

its magnitudeif 0erxx/0yvarieshorizontally.Furthermore,
the increaseof basal sheartraction can causeregionallowangle normal faults which intersect the surface in a zone

30-40 km wide in the positivequadrant(Figure 7c). Although regional low-angle normal faults are predicted in
both Figures 6a and 7c, the correspondingdistributions
of the maximum shear stress are quite different. In Figure 6a, most predicted low-angle normal faults are within
the region where the maximum shear stressis lessthan 10
MPa. In contrast, most predicted regional low-anglenormal faults are present in the region where the maximum
shear stressis greater than 20 MPa.
Under the stressconditionsrepresentedby Figures7a,
MF 5-7, 7b, and 7c, ks is assumedto be zero. If ks differs
from zero, the patterns of principal stresstrajectories and
predicted faults in Figures 7a, MF 5-7, 7b, and 7c do not
changeappreciably but shift to the right for positiveor to
the left for negative ks. This is shown in MF 6-7 for a
stresscondition identical with that representedin Figure
7c, except that ks = 50 MPa. Superpositionof this uniform
tensilestressfield, ks=50 MPa, causesthe origin in Figure
7c to shift

about

27 km to the left

and to remove

the

contractional faults in the region x << 0 of Figure 7c
from the crosssection affected by basal shear traction. A
tensile stress of about 185 MPa is required to remove all
contractional faults in Figure 7c that reach the surface.
TECTONIC

IMPLICATIONS

Low-angle Normal Faults in the High
Himalayas

E-W striking, gently northerly dipping normal faults
in the high Himalayas and southern Tibet were recently

recognizedby Burg et al. [1984]. Thesefaults extendfor
at least600 km alongstrike. Burchfieland Royden[1985]
interpretedthem asprobablylate (?) Mioceneextensional
features, on which movement was synchronouswith the
development of compressionalbelts to the south and the
north. A two-mica granite which cuts an E-W down-to-

Solvingequations(22), (23), and (24), we find that
1

ka- (So/H)
- •ksH

sional faults are only present in the uppermost part of the
negative quadrant and none are listric low-angle normal
faults of regional extent. Increasing basal shear traction
from 10 to 50 MPa switchesthe sign of er• on the sur-

(41a)

k4 -- -1.25pg

(4lb)

k5 = 0.25pg/L

(416)

Figure 7b shows the distribution of the maximum
shearstress,principal stresstrajectories, and the predicted
fault pattern for a linear decreaseof the vertical gradient
of the horizontal normal stress component in the direction of the basal shear traction, ks = 0, and S0=10 MPa.
The magnitude of the maximum shear stresspredicted by

the-north

normal

fault

on the north

face of Mount

Ever-

est hasbeendatedby U-Pb and4øAr/39Armethods
by
Copelandet al. (1987) as 22 m.y. ago, indicatingthat
motion along the northerly dipping norma] fault systems
occurred as early as 22 m.y. ago. On the basis of an
elastic

model

which

simulates

stress distributions

for the

superpostion of a compressionalhorizontal stress with a

topographicload, Burchfieland Royden[1985]postulated

origin to about 100 MPa at the lower left part of the sec-

that the low-anglenormal faults in southern Tibet and the
high Himalayas are direct resultsof gravity acting on areas
of high topography that formed in responseto a thickening of the crustal root. However, the stress trajectories
produced by their model predict that the maximum compressive stress is inclined southward from steep to shal-

tion. On the surface,•r•(x, 0) is compressive
for positive

low angles[Burchfieland Royden, 1985; Figure 4]. The

and tensile for negative x. As a consequence,
extensional
faults that reach the surfaceare predictedfor the negative quadrant, whereas contractional faults that reach the
surface are predicted for the positive quadrant. Exten-

correspondinglisttic low-angle normal faults predicted by
such a stress condition should also dip to the south. This,
however, contradicts the fact that the low-angie norma]
faults in the high HimMayas are rooted to the north into

this stress condition

increases downward

from zero at the
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Fig. 8. Diagrammaticcrosssectionshowingpossibleboundaryforcesresponsible
for the formationof rooted
low-anglenormal faults in westernNorth America during the mid-Tertiary.

the mountainbelt. The proposedkinematicmodel(Figure
2) and the resultsof my calculationsmay help to resolve
this problem. As pressurevaries with surface elevation,
a lateral pressuregradient is required in the weak lower

crust [Bird and Kemp, lg87]. Sucha pressuregradientin
the lower crust would

cause ductile

flow toward

the low-

troversy.Coney [1980]and Dickinson[1981],amongothers, proposed that the formation of the core complexes
was related

to interactions

between

the North

American

plate and Pacific plates. They believed that changesin
plate kinematics during Oligocene-Miocenewas the main
cause for initiation of the mid-Tertiary extension in west-

elevation region. In the Himalayan region this would require a south-directedductile flow in the weak lower crust.
In the kinematic model proposed here, listric low-angle
normal faults of regional extent dipping to the north in
the direction opposite to the basal shear traction may be
produced by either of the superposedstressfields. These

ern North

America.

are (1) the superposition
of a basalshearstressfield on
a contractionalstressfield (Figure0a), or (2) the super-

ing, Coneyand Harms [1984],and Coney[1987]proposed

Observing that the mid-Tertiary inception of the
Cordilleran core complexeswas associatedwith a westward

retrogradesweepof massiveignimbriteoutbursts[Coney
and Reynolds,1977], and that the locusof core complex
extension correspondsto that of Mesozoiccrustal thicken-

position of a stressfield in which the vertical gradient of
horizontal normal stress component decreaseslinearly in
the direction of basal shearingon a basal shearstressfield

that core complex extension took place only when a sharp
pulseof magmatism swept acrossthe thickenedwelt. This
pulse of magmatism lowered the crustal viscosityand allowed the gravitationally unstable crustal welt to spread

with a strongbasal sheartraction (Figure 7c). Both su-

laterally. Sonderet al. [1987],on the basisof a theoretical

perposed stressfields can be causedby plate convergence
or subduction. These simulated stress conditions not only
predict the geometry and dip direction of listric low-angle
normal faults but also the presence of contemporaneous
E-W striking thrust belts and low-angle normal faults in

analysis,proposeda similar model in which the thick continental lithosphereformed during the Sevier and Laramide
orogenieswas the causefor the Cenozoicextensionin western North America becauseit was gravitationally unstable
and would tend to spread under its own weight.
The mechanical model developed in this paper allows
one to test, quantitatively, tectonic hypothesesfor the origin of the Cordilleran metamorphic core complexes. Assuming that the upper crust was deformedelastically during extension and that the gravitational spreadingof the
weak lower crust produced a constant shear traction on the
base of the upper crust, calculations show that the gravitational spreading itself is insufficient to produce rooted

the high Himalayas[Burchfieland Royden,1085].
Cenozoic

Eztension

in Western

North

America

Late

Cenozoic

extensional

tectonism

in the

North

American Cordillera, as expressedin the Basin and Range

Province,has beenwell documented[e.g.,Stewart,lg78].
An earlier period of mid-Tertiary Cordilleran extensional

tectonicshas only recently been recognized[Armstrong,
lg72; Crittenden et al., 1•80]. The mid-Tertiary extensional terranes(the Cordilleranmetamorphiccore complexes;[Coney,1•80]), are characterized
by major, gently
dipping detachment faults that separate a brittlely distended upper plate from a lower plate consistingmostly
of plutonic and metamorphic rocks. The tectonic origin
of the Cordilleran core complexes is the subject of con-

low-angledetachmentfaults (Figure 5). Externalforces
seemrequired to produce appropriate stressgradients and

additionaltensilestress(Figures6a, 6b, 7c, and MF 6-7).
This suggeststhat forcesgeneratedinsidethe North American plate may not be the only factors to have initiated core
complex extension.
Figure 8 showspossibleboundary conditionsfor the
formation of Cordilleran core complexes. The recon-
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structed plate tectonic setting of mid-Tertiary extension
suggeststhat subduction of the Farallon plate along the
western margin of North America continued during the

mid-Tertiary [e.g., Coney, 1980, 1987]. A contractional
stressfield related to this plate subduction causedthe development of compressionalstructures along the western
margin of the North American plate. The location of core

complexes
wascontrolledby thickenedcrustalwelts[Coney
and Harms, 1984]; their gravitational spreadingcaused
ductile flow and a shear traction on the base of the upper
crust, which in turn produced a basal shear stress field.
The inclination of regional low-angle detachmentfaults in

the North AmericanCordillera[Wust,1986]wascontrolled
by the flow direction in and below the midcrust. Westdirected asthenosphericflow, which may have been initi-

ated by the collapseand/or steepeningof the subducting
plate [Coneyand Reynolds,1977],causeda uniformtensile stressfield in the continental interior and synchronous
compressionalongthe westernmargin of the North Amer-

ican plate [e.g., Wernickeet al., 1987]. The stressfield
induced in the lithosphere by asthenosphericflow resembles the basal shearstressfield generatedby gravitational

spreading(seeFigure3), exceptthat it controlsdeformation of the continentallithosphereon a larger scale.
A major change in structural style from dominant
listric low-angle normal to high-angle block faulting in
western North America during the beginningof the Late
Tertiary haslongbeennoted [e.g.,Coney,1980;Zobacket

Yin: Mechanical Model of Normal Faults

tic upper crust suggestthat listric normalfaults of regional
extent, with shallowdips at the time of their inception, can
be simulated by superpositionof a contractionalstressfield
on a basal shear stressfield. This superposedstressfield
alsopredictsparallel belts of extensionand compressionin
the cross section affected by basal shear traction. These
resultsnot only explain the occurrenceof low-anglenormal
faults in the high Himalayas but also their dip direction,
assumingthat the weak lower crust is capableof flowing
under the pressuregradient inducedby lateral variation of
elevation

and the associated

isostatic variations

in crustal

thickness.If the vertical gradient of the horizontal normal
stresscomponentis constant, the polarity of the predicted
compressionaland extensionalbelts only dependson the
directionof the basalsheartraction. If it varieslinearly in
the horizontal direction, however,the polarity dependsnot
only on the basal shear direction but on the shear traction
magnitude as well. Calculationssuggestthat a constant
basalshear traction inducedby gravitationalspreadingof
the weak lower crust itself is insufficientto producestress
conditionscompatiblewith corecomplexextensionin western North America. External forcesalongplate boundaries
seemrequired to provide appropriatestressgradientsand
additional

tensile stress.

ometryof rootedlow-angledetachment
faults(Figures6b,
MF 6-7). It is likely that the aforementioned
changein
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structural style correspondsto the termination of a contractional stressfield induced by plate subductionand the
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